
Thickening
Fibers

Fills in Color Saves Money Easy 
Application

COLOR & LIFT
WITH THICKENING FIBERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

Remove the cap and pull down on the clear retractable sleeve to reveal the brush. Hair should be completely 
dry for proper application. 

Direct the brush over the desired area or thinning spot. Tap the brush directly on the scalp to release the 
powder.

Use the brush to blend the powder in your hair by rotating in a circular motion. Continue to dab and rotate Use the brush to blend the powder in your hair by rotating in a circular motion. Continue to dab and rotate 
until the desired amount of coverage is achieved. Move to next area and repeat. 

If needed run comb or fingers through hair to distribute as needed. Style as usual. Shampoo to remove.

COLOR CHART

TEMPORARY HAIR COLORING: The Color & Lift Powder Brush gives temporary hair coloring all 
in one easy to use portable brush-on applicator and extends time between costly salon color 
treatments.

STAYS WITH YOU: Color & Lift refreshes the color of your hair in matter of minutes without water 
or blow dryer. If your hair is looking sparse it will help fill in areas. If your roots show, the color 
blends it to give you temporary color. Color & Lift sets in hair and easily shampoos out.

PROPRIEPROPRIETARY FORMULATION: A proprietary formulation of ingredients that include Vitamin E 
and Mica enhance your hair to appear thicker at the scalp! If your hair is looking sparse it will help 
fill in areas. 

INNOVATIVE & PORTABLE: Keep with you for a touchup anytime, anywhere. Saves you time 
because it revives your hair anytime. The innovative brush applicator allows easy and evenly 

TRUHAIR Color & Lift Root Cover is formulated with thickening fibers to match your hair color and 
instantly cover the appearance of unwanted root color or gray hair. Our proprietary blend of Vitamin 
E and Mica along with other ingredients gives you the appearance of fuller, thicker hair.

This product is designed so that you can quickly and easily apply the powder to your scalp for 
maximum gray hair and thinning spot coverage. The innovative applicator features a unique brush 
design that allows you to dispense powder on the hair and scalp to distribute it consistently and 
evenly wherever desired.

TToss Color & Lift in your purse or tote to refresh your look anytime, anywhere. Simply just dab and 
go! You can now instantly refill the brush with the included refill component. Never be without your 
Color & Lift!

TALC, ALUMINUM STARCH OCTENYLSUCCINATE, ALUMINUM HYDROXIDE, TRIETHOXYCAPRYLYLSILANE, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE VITAMIN E, 
PHENOXYETHANOL, CAPRYLYL GLYCOL, DIMETHICONE, TITANIUM DIOXIDE CI 77891.

SIZE:    5 / .18
PRICE:  $26.00

BENEFITS

Innovative solutions for your everyday hair needs. 
Always easy. Always free of parabens, sulfates, and never tested on animals.


